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Overview
Thesis question: can spaces under viaducts become objects of appreciation; 
can design promote their original characteristics? 
This thesis focuses on the space created by the elevated transit infrastructure 
in urban areas. In recent years, the spaces under viaducts attract attention 
in the field of landscape architecture. There are many successful practices 
that transfer the negative space under viaducts to popular urban plazas. 
Most of those designs, however, may simply regard spaces under viaducts 
as dangerous spaces or as obstacles in the city. Nevertheless, the scale and 
spatial characteristics of the spaces under viaducts are not in other public 
open spaces in the city, the elevated transit infrastructures offer an aesthetic 
potential. Without understanding those characteristics, the design may 
impair the original appeals of the space. The thesis goals are to figure out the 
aesthetic potential of spaces under viaducts and find suitable design methods 
to promote its original attraction. (*In this thesis, ‘the space under viaduct’ 
is an umbrella term of space under elevated transit infrastructure including 
highway, railroads, bridge, flyover and etc.) 
The thesis is divided into three phases. Phase 1: an overview of existing designs 
of the spaces under viaducts and an exploration of the aesthetic potential of 
these spaces. Phase 2: zooms into the site and researches the relationship 
between the viaducts and the surrounding communities. Phase 3: find specific 
design methods to transfer the spaces under viaducts to public open spaces 
which improve the quality of surrounding communities and also strengthen the 
original beauty of the spaces under viaducts.  
Can the space under viaduct become an object of appreciation and how to use design to promote its original 
Space under viaduct 
General  Site: Brooklyn Banks 
Spatial characteristics Materials, Structure The role playing in the city Culture background, HistoryThe aesthetic potential of the 
elevated transit infrastructure. 
Precedent Study
The current condition of the 
space under viaduct design.  
Conclusion: the aesthetic potential of space under viaduct 
Question 2: How to use design to promote its original appeal? 
Question 3: How to transfer the space under viaduct an open space that benefits the surrounding communities?
Question1: Can the space under viaduct become an object of aprreciation?
The current condition of the surrounding communities 
Specific strategy 
General plan Infrastructure system
lighting 
Power 
...
Activity analysis
Basic facilities
Special installation
Whole site Core area 
Phase1
Phase2
Phase2
Phase3
Juanru Wang 
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Site
The site is located in downtown Manhattan. The site is bounded by City Hall 
Park to the North, the Frankfort Street and Dover Street to the West, the East 
River bank to the South and the Avenue of the Finest to the East. There are 
ramps connecting to FDR drive, Brooklyn bridge and the anchorage of the 
Brooklyn bridge in the site. This area is unofficially called Brooklyn Banks. 
The reason to choose the Brooklyn Banks as thesis site is that the viaducts 
form complex and intriguing spaces. Most spaces in present viaduct landscape 
designs are formed by single viaduct and the spatial characteristics are usually 
monotonous. Thus choosing spaces underneath interchange as study object 
and explore characteristics of the spaces will add new knowledge to viaduct 
landscape design. 
The communities where the Brooklyn Banks lay is a working-class lower income 
community. In recent years, however, this area suffers from gentrification 
caused by the invasion of nearby financial districts and tourism.  Surrounded 
by high-end commercial district (South Street Seaport District) and tourist 
attractions (City Hall park, Brooklyn Bridge), there is no public open space for 
residents.
Phase 1 Investigation
The Aesthetic Potentials of Spaces under Viaducts 
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Abstract
Main question in phase 1: Can the spaces under viaducts become objects 
of appreciation? Phase 1 presents an overview of existing designs of spaces 
under viaducts; and finds these designs insufficient within this thesis topic. 
The investigation answers are divided into two parts. The first part is a general 
literature review to ascertain the aesthetic potentials of spaces under viaducts; 
The second part is a site specific analysis in order to figure out whether people 
will appreciate the spaces under viaducts. 
The phenomenons
Introduction Methods
1.Evaluating existing designs of  spaces under viaducts based on whether they 
regard the viaducts as an object of appreciation and create positive interaction 
between viaducts and people. 
2.Summarizing general aesthetic potentials of spaces under viaducts through 
literature review. 
3.Selecting thesis site. 
4.Investigating the spatial characteristics of the site to answer the question 
whether people will appreciate the spaces. 
1. Case studies: case studies of the existing designs of spaces under viaducts. 
2. Literature review: reading related theories about aesthetic potentials of the 
spaces under viaducts. 
3. Site visits 
Site visit 1: visit candidate sites and select thesis site. 
Site visit 2: visit site. 
4. Documentation: drawing map and sections based on GIS file and information 
collected through site visits. 
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The Aesthetic Potential of Spaces under Viaducts 
Spatial Characteristics
The structures of the viaducts divide the space into several places. 
The symbolism of the hazard and and refuge 
The high-speed of cars always pose a threat to the near-by people. As a traffic node, viaduct is a symbolic hazard of the urban vehicles. But at the same time, the viaduct acts as a refuge for people 
underneath it. The huge structure reminds people of the primitive cave, which is a symbol of safety. Also, staying under the viaduct is logically safer than staying on a narrowed sidewalk along a busy 
street. People do not need to worry that a car crashes into the sidewalk. The space under viaduct actually provides people a place to experience the anxiety atmosphere created by car but not to be 
hurt by them. 
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vehicle stream 
The elevated transit infrastructure is an indispensable element in those ambitious urban planning in the early 20th.  The auto-oriented city, separation of pedestrian and vehicles, and the combination 
of house and transit infrastructure were all regarded as ineluctable future at that time.It reflects that the viaduct is not completely negative elements that people expect to completely wipe out from 
their sight. 
The Aesthetic Potential of Spaces under Viaducts 
Huge Scale
The sublime of infrastructure relys on its huge scale: “Juxtapose the human figures as puny and insignificant beings against the power of great structures”(Ingersoll,2006). 
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Brooklyn Bridge-Manhattan 
Bridge pedestrian system 
Current Condition
Developing Under-viaduct Park
 (focus of the thesis)
Under-viaduct Park as a trigger to stimulate 
the further development of waterfront
Site selection 
No
rth
URBAN East River
The spatial consequence and transition of phenomenon 
1918
Part 6ğWaterfront Part 3ğLinear spaces besides viaducts Part 2ğGateway
Part 1ğOpen space
Part 5ğLinear spces underneath the FDR Drive
Part 4ğLarge spaces underneath viaducts
Dynamic: the relationship with viaducts is changed in different parts. 
1. The current condition of designs of spaces under viaducts 
Most of the present existing spaces under viaducts do not regard the viaducts 
as an object of appreciation. Instead, the viaducts are treated as urban 
eyesores that are fragments of the total city fabric and are also considered 
ugly. Thus, many design goals are to minimize the impact of viaducts. One 
popular way to design the spaces under viaducts is by using plants to mimic 
a normal garden that hides the characteristics of the structures. Another way 
is utilizing the space for activities, which do not require their surroundings. 
Meanwhile, the existing designs fail to develop specific methods in view of 
the uniqueness of the spaces. Comparing those present designs, some grass 
rooted transformations are more inspiring. Those transformation creates more 
interaction with viaducts and are more adaptable. 
2. The aesthetic potential of spaces under viaducts 
(1) Spaces under viaducts have a sense of sublime
The sublime of infrastructures relies on its huge scale and their labyrinthine 
shapes. The two characteristics make people feel anxious. 
(2) The viaduct is not a completely negative element that people expect to 
wipe out from their sight. 
The elevated transit infrastructure is an indispensable element in those 
ambitious urban plannings in the early 20th . At that time, the auto-oriented 
city, with a separation of pedestrians and vehicles, and the combination of 
houses and transit infrastructure were all regarded as an inescapable future. 
However, most of those modes are proved impractical. Nevertheless, even 
today, the multi-layered city and overwhelming vehicle stream is still a standard 
configuration of the future city in science fiction films.
(3) The viaduct is a symbol of hazard and refuge
As Appleton mentioned, “Exposure to the hazard is matched by perception of 
the hazard and followed by refuge from it” (Appleton,1975). The high speed of 
cars always poses a threat to near-by people. Vehicular traffic over the viaducts 
is a hazardous symbol, but at the same time the viaduct acts as a refuge for 
people staying below it. The huge structure reminds people of the primitive 
cave, which is a symbol of safety. Spaces under viaduct actually provide people 
with a place to experience the anxiety atmosphere created by car but not to 
be hurt by them.
(4) The unadorned technological sublime
Another appeal of an infrastructure comes from its practicality. The raw 
materials and unadorned structure is in accordance with people’s understanding 
of infrastructure: priority to function. The appreciation of raw material is 
underscored in futurist movement. In The Manifesto of Futurist Architecture, 
Antonio Sant’ Elia stated, “the decorative value of Futurist architecture 
depends solely on the use and original arrangement of raw or bare or violently 
colored materials”. Burke argued that dark and “fuscuous” (dingy) colors add 
to the sublime effect, while bright or gay colors detract from it.” (David E.Nye, 
1994). Painting the structure with bright color or adding adhesive installations 
may impair the sense of technological sublime. The designer should be more 
cautious in choosing materials.
In conclusion, the huge scale of the structure, the disturbance from cars and 
the raw materials of the viaduct are usually regarded as negative elements, but 
they are all key factors contribute to the characteristics of the spaces under 
viaducts. The design should consider the interaction with those factors. 
3. The spatial consequences of the site 
The huge structures of the Brooklyn Bridge and the FDR drive form a series 
of complex semi-indoor space on this site. With the transition from crowded 
Findings + Conclusions
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Assessment
The thesis topics goes through a change in phase 1. At first the thesis topic 
question is how to transfer spaces under viaducts to a park that helps people 
to reduce pressure. Through research, however, spaces under viaducts seem 
not to be suitable places for pressure management park. To figure out the 
most suitable way of development of spaces under viaducts, more research 
about the relationship between viaducts with surrounding neighborhoods are 
needed. The next phase is going to focus on the history, culture of surrounding 
communities. 
city hall park to the relatively quiet water front, the spatial consequence is 
dramatic. The site can be divided to six parts according to the change of 
spatial feelings and nature phenomenon, concluding that the spaces under 
viaducts are unique and worth being considered. 
Phase 2 Investigation
History, Community Research
2322
Abstract
Phase 2 focuses on the relationship and mutual impact between Brooklyn 
Bridge, the FDR Drive and their neighborhoods. The goal of phase 2 is to 
build a profound understanding of the relationship between Brooklyn Bridge, 
the FDR Drive with neighborhoods.  The goal of phase 2 is to find out the 
requirements of the neighborhoods as they relate to the site. The outcome 
would be a guideline about how to transfer the site to a public open space that 
promotes the well being of surrounding communities. 
The closed skate park in Brooklyn Banks
Introduction Methods
1. A timeline shows the backgrounds of construction and development of 
Brooklyn Bridge, the FDR Drive, and in turn, how this bridge and highways 
impacts those elevated transit infrastructures on surrounding communities. 
2. Diagrams and collages show that the elevated transit infrastructure acts as 
a landmark in communities. 
3. A series of mappings present the current condition of surrounding 
communities. 
1. Literature review: research the history of communities, Brooklyn Bridge and 
the FDR Drive. 
2. Diagramming: drawing diagrams to show the relationship between the 
infrastructure with the neighborhoods. 
3. Site visits: visit site to get direct understanding of surrounding communities. 
4. Mapping: mapping the land use, demography, traffic, economic information 
of the surrounding communities. 
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1850s 1870s 1890s 1910s 1930s 1950s 1970s 1990s 2010s
1934-1942 
Construction in The Pre-War Era
The road from east 92nd Street north to East 125th Street is a six-lane parkway. 
The road from Battery Park north to East 42nd Street, and again from East 49th Street 
north to East 92nd Street is a surface-arterial boulevard. 
In1980-1990
Recent Reconstruction
Prior to reconstruction, the "South Street Viaduct" section of the FDR 
Drive had been in danger of repeating the fate of the old West Side 
Highway.
1945-1966 
New Construction In The Post-War Era
The conversion of the existing boulevard into a controlled-access parkway from the Battery north to the 
Triborough Bridge. 
In 1954
The South Street Viaduct 
The South Street Viaduct was completed over the existing boulevard.
In 1971
An eight-lane tunnel is 
proposed to replace the 
existing South Street Viaduct 
section of the FDR Drive. 
However, this plan never 
came to fruition.
Being integrated with the local 
street network again.
(South Street Seaport Aerial View 1977)
(Surface-arterial boulevard in 1950)
(South Street in 1908)
Mid-19th: A gateway for waves of 
immigrant communities.
By 1850
At its peak, the port hosted many commercial enterprises, institutions, 
ship-chandlers, workshops, boarding houses, saloons, and brothels.
1860s 
Shifting to the Hudson River 
With the advent of steam-driven craft in the 1860s, much of the maritime activity shifted to the 
West Side and new deep water piers on the Hudson River. 
the East River(FDR) Drive became a 
slogan for slum removal.  
In 1953~1997, Affordable house program  
Two bridge community:  
The Alfred E. Smith Houses (1953),
La Guardia Houses (1957)
Rutgers Houses (1965) 
are architecturally undistinguished buildings — functional rather than beautiful
In 2012  Hurricane Sandy 
In 1930s Residential Hades
In almost 1931, Eastside waterfront: shipping activity was drastically reduced and living 
conditions were a residential Hades
2004-   Recent Plannings 
2004,  East River Waterfront Esplanade (ERWE) by SHoP Architects  
Yet, the ERWE is seen by many in the community as a harbinger of gentrification. 
2007  A People’s Plan (O.U.R. Waterfront Coalition, 2007)
Calling for the recreational space on the piers to be more public and less commercial.
2013. East River Blueway Plan
When Hurricane Sandy hit in October 2012.
2013-2017 
South Street Seaport Development 
A new real estate development of the South Street Seaport is currently in process. The 
Seaport District is transferred to a tourist destination. The renovation is expected to free up 
the East River waterfront to more pedestrian activity. 
(Aerial View of Lower Manhattan – Late 1920s)
Southbridge Towers 
Story 1971
Alfred E.Smith 
Houses 1953
Rugers House 
1965
LaGuardia Houses 1957
Two Bridges URA 
1971-1997
Vladeck Houses 1940
(Pier17, South Street Seaport)
Gentrification ?
1870-1883 
Building of Brooklyn Bridge
Brooklyn Bridge
Community
FDR DRIVE
1983-2001 
Art in the Anchorage
Brooklyn Bridge anchorage exhibits, under Bridge, at Brooklyn side, open to the public. 
Unfortunately, the art exhibitation was closed for for security reasons after the 9/11
1990s - Skateboard park 
The banks, nestled beneath the Manhattan side of the Brooklyn Bridge are one 
of recognizable and historic skate spots in the world. In 2014
Being expected to be reopened but 
still remain close. 
In the mid 90’s 
Illegal Skateboarding park
In 1898
The roadway was configured to 
allow trolleys and automobiles to 
travel in the outer lanes. 
In 1969 
Ramps to the FDR Drive
Additional approach ramps to the FDR Drive opened to traffic.
1944 -1954 
A comprehensive reconstruction
The inner and outer trusses were strengthened, new horizontal stays were 
installed between the four main cables, the railroad and trolley tracks were 
removed, the roadways were widened from two lanes to three lanes in each 
direction, and new approach ramps were constructed.
In 2001 
Being cordoned off and becoming make-
shift weekday parking. 
In 2005
Becoming a legal skate space
In 2010
New York City turned the space into storage 
for a restoration project on the bridge. 
(View or the Manhattan anchorage of the Brooklyn Bridge 1881)
(Brooklyn Bridge in 1910s)
(Aerial view from 1965)
(People gathering for skateboarding)
(Art in the Anchorage 1998)
Timeline
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The Role Playing in the City
The viaducts can be seem easily from a remote distance while the spaces under viaducts are hard to see until walk close to the viaduct. 
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Pearl Street Centre Street  Front Street  Pace University Gold Street  Southbridge Towers
(Affordable Apartments)
South Street 
Seaport Historic 
District
South Street Seaport 
Historic District
South Street Seaport 
Historic District
South StreetWater Street 
Alfred E.Smith Houses Pearl Street Madison Street Centre Street Park RowMurry Bergtraum High School for Business
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The Current Condition of Communities
Conclusion: There are many public park, community park, playground. But the is lack of waterfront open space. Conclusion:The FDR Drive is built on the reclamation land. 
The area is susceptible to hurricane and flooding. Storm water management is needed in this area. 
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Conclusion: The difference between races shows no big need of connection between Pearl Street and South Street. Conclusion:There is a disparity of income between wall street community and two bridge community. The existing obstacle created by the 
viaduct, to some extend acting as a positive way to control gentrification. 
3534
Conclusion: There are many vacant land under the viaduct and abandoned public parks. Conclusion:There are many people passing through the Pearl Street, Gold Street and South Street. 
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Findings + Conclusions
1.The roles viaducts act in the city 
Viaducts can be seen from a distance. They act as a continuing landmark to 
connect different communities together.
2. The background of communities 
The community surrounding the site was the the most prosperous port and a 
gateway for the immigrant in the 19th century. At the end of 19th century, this 
area began to wane due to a shift in maritime activities from this port to the 
Hudson River. In the late 1920s, the East River waterfront became a residential 
hades and the FDR Drive along the East River waterfront was regarded as a 
slogan for slum removal.  In the mid of 20th century, there were many affordable 
apartments being built along the east river waterfront. 
3. The current condition of surrounding communities.  
Presently, there are still many low-income people, and many are immigrant 
from China and Spain. In recent years, people who live in this area suffer from 
gentrification: many expensive projects are entering into the area; and low-
income residents or people who retire here worry about gentrification and 
losing their cultural identities. The mappings show that there is a disparity of 
income between communities on the two sides of the sites. To some extent, 
the viaduct creates an existing obstacle, and actually protects the communities 
from gentrification. 
In conclusion, the transformation of this site could improve the well beings 
of local inhabitants rather than intensifying gentrification. That place could 
become a community park, with a high degree of adaptability to different 
activities, rather than a completely designed project that will attract tourists. 
Findings + Conclusions Assessment
phase 2 reaches the requirement. The conclusion got from phase 2 is 
constructive for the next phase. 
The plan, however, can be improved. The plan can leave less time on research 
the history and culture meaning of the site, and allow some time to make 
digital model of the site. 
Phase 3 Investigation
Design Strategy 
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Abstract
Phase 3 defines the most suitable direction for development of the Brooklyn 
Banks based on previous analysis, creating design strategies that promote the 
original beauty of spaces under these viaducts. A specific design of Brooklyn 
Banks shows how to apply those strategies. 
Physical model
Introduction Methods
Phase 3 further analyzes the spatial characteristics of the Brooklyn Banks 
through modeling and figure out a suitable development direction for Brooklyn 
Banks, which benefits surrounding communities and promotes the original 
appeal of spaces under viaducts. These strategies are applied to the specific 
site design of the Brooklyn Banks. The outcome is a series of diagrams and 
perspectives that illuminate the strategies and site design. A physical model of 
the core area shows how those strategies are implemented. 
Modeling: Building a digital site model; providing a physical model of the core 
area of the sites, creating a series of analyses based on models;
Diagraming: drawing diagrams to illuminate design strategies;  
Designing: testing the practicability of those design strategies by applying 
them on the site design.   
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Site Model
Rhino model: information comes from GIS files.
South Street Seaport Historic District
Murry Bergtraum High School for Business
NYC Police Headquarter
Manhattan Municipal Building
Pace University
Affordable Apartments
Affordable Apartments
East River
Commercial 
Residence
Public Facilities and Institutions
City Hall Park
The whole site is divided into several stages, according to its spatial characteristics and surrounding conditions
The Brooklyn Bridge 
The FDR Drive
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Partition 
Urban Park 
Skate Park 
Gateway
Civic Center
University
Affordable 
Apartment
VIADUCTS
Space partition according to surrounding conditions:
The whole site is divided into several stages, according to its spatial characteristics and surrounding conditions; 
Anchorage
Commercial 
Street
Affordable 
Apartment
East River
NATUREURBAN
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The semi-open spaces sheltered by the viaducts can be regarded as rooms 
while the open spaces which are exposed to sky can be regarded as gardens. 
The rooms and gardens create the framework of the whole site: a series of 
spaces with different height and size that can accommodate various activities.
To keep the wholeness and flexibility of site, there are not many fixed 
installations on site: Moveable furniture and temporary installations are 
applied on site. Moreover, some open space is leaved for installations of 
residents themselves (such as urban farming. 
Flexibility: room and garden 
Normal Time Flea Market
Festival
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Infrastructure system
Infrastructure systems in each section 
There are three infrastructure systems supporting activities in site: lighting 
system, stromwater management system and pavement.
4948
Footbridge Physical Model
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Development direction of Brooklyn Banks 
The communities where the Brooklyn Banks lay is a working-class lower income 
community. In recent years, however, this area suffers from gentrification caused 
by the invasion of nearby financial districts and tourism.  Surrounded by high-
end commercial district (South Street Seaport District) and tourist attractions 
(City Hall park, Brooklyn Bridge), there is no public open space for residents. 
To accommodate various different activities in a normal day and specific times 
such as festivals, this public space needs to be flexible and adjustable. 
Design strategies: 
1.Space partition according to surrounding conditions:
The whole site is divided into several stages, according to its spatial 
characteristics and surrounding conditions; 
2.Space division complies with original spatial characteristics: 
The semi-open spaces sheltered by the viaducts can be regarded as rooms, 
while the open spaces that are exposed to the sky can be regarded as gardens. 
The rooms and gardens create the framework of the whole site: a series of 
spaces with different height and sizes that can accommodate various activities.
To keep the wholeness and flexibility of the site, there are not many fixed 
installations on this site: Moveable furniture and temporary installations are 
applied on site. Moreover, some open spaces are left for residents’ installation; 
for example, urban farming. 
3.Keep a simple design to promote the original appeal of spaces under 
viaducts. 
The crisscrossed viaducts create a series of intriguing spaces above the site. A 
continuing and smooth ground allows people to pay attention to what happens 
over their heads and to experience the original spatial characteristics. 
4.Add structures that give the space identity and activating the place. 
Findings + Conclusions
This installation should highlight the original identity of the spaces and not 
destroy its spatial continuity. In this design, a footbridge is designed to 
encourage people to walk back and forth between the columns of the viaducts, 
in order that they will experience the entire space. 
5.Infrastructure systems supporting activities:
Pavements further strengthen the spatial division of these structures. The 
choice of materials should stay in harmony with the materials of the viaducts. 
Lights installed on the columns and beams of the viaducts illuminate the site 
and highlight the original spatial division. Besides this, another system to 
illuminate hidden spaces is added. 
Pipes installed on columns of the viaducts drain the water from the surface of 
the viaducts to the ground directly. In addition, since the area is susceptible to 
flooding and hurricane, it requires a stormwater management system. A series 
of bioswale pools are designed on site to absorb and purify the runoff. Space 
exposed to sky (garden) is paved by permeable materials to absorb more rain 
water. 
6.Other basic facilities such as power supply or a restroom is added on site.  
Assessment
Phase 3 basically answers the original question: how to use design to promote 
the original appel of the site? Thus, design strategies and a specific site design 
are produced to answer the question. The schedule of phase 3 is well organized. 
Nevertheless, there are still many aspects needed to be improved: the design 
methods do not completely embody the atmosphere and original beauty of 
spaces under viaducts. Some previous findings do not get much feedback 
from the final design. For instance, phase 2 mentions the viaduct can act as a 
continuing landmark in the city. There is no design method to respond to this 
finding. Additionally, the graphics of diagrams do not completely embody the 
atmosphere and characteristics of the spaces. 
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Overall Assessment
Final Conclusions
The thesis focuses on the space created by the elevated transit infrastructure 
in the urban area. The thesis goals are to figure out the aesthetic potential 
of the space under viaduct and find suitable design methods to promote its 
original attraction.  
The aesthetic potential of spaces under viaducts: 
1.Spaces under viaducts have a sense of sublime
2.The viaduct is not a completely negative element that people expect to wipe 
out from their sight. 
3.The viaduct is a symbol of hazard and refuge.
4.The raw materials of viaducts show the unadorned technological sublime. 
The spatial characteristics of spaces under viaducts: 
The huge structures of the Brooklyn Bridge and the FDR drive form a series 
of complex semi-indoor space on this site. With the transition from crowded 
city hall park to the relatively quiet water front, the spatial consequence is 
dramatic.
The roles viaducts act in the city: 
Viaducts can be seen from a distance. They act as a continuing landmark to 
connect different communities together.
The interaction between viaducts and surrounding communities:
The surrounding communities have profound influence on building of the 
viaducts. Once the viaducts are built, they in turn affect the development of 
the surrounding communities. In this case, for example, the building of the 
Brooklyn Bridge is a outcome of the prosperity of the bank East River in 19th. 
The FDR drive is regarded as a slogan of slum removal in the late 1920s, when 
the East River waterfront became residential hades. The huge structures of 
Brooklyn Bridge and the FDR Drive hinder the development of East River 
waterfront in recent years but, to some extent, hold back gentrification. 
Development direction of Brooklyn Banks, 
The communities where the Brooklyn Banks lay is a working-class lower income 
community. In recent years, however, this area suffers from gentrification 
caused by the invasion of nearby financial districts and tourism.  Surrounded 
by high-end commercial district (South Street Seaport District) and tourist 
attractions (City Hall park, Brooklyn Bridge), there is no public open space 
for residents. The Brooklyn Banks is therefore defined as a public open space 
for surrounding residents. To accommodate various different activities in both 
normal day and festivals, this public space needs to be flexible and adjustable. 
Design strategies: 
1.Space partition according to surrounding conditions:
2.Space division complies with original spatial characteristics: 
3.Keep a simple design to promote the original appeal of spaces under 
viaducts. 
4.Add structures that give the space identity and activating the place. 
5.Design Infrastructure systems supporting activities
6.Install basic facilities such as power supply or a restroom is added on site.  
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Final Assessment
Outcome:
The thesis successfully answers the question: Can the space under viaduct 
become an object of appreciation? The thesis lists the aesthetic potential and 
the spatial characteristics of spaces under viaducts. Meanwhile, the thesis also 
figures out that viaducts act as continuing landmarks in city. All those findings 
prove that spaces under viaducts are worth to be appreciated. 
The thesis basically answers the question: how to use design to promote the 
original appeal of the site? A development direction that benefits surrounding 
communities is defined: Brooklyn Banks should be developed as a flexible 
and adjustable public open space for residents. Several design strategies 
which promote the original appeal and improve well being of local people 
are developed. Nevertheless,other development directions of spaces under 
viaducts fail to be mentioned in the thesis. For instance, spaces under viaducts 
can be transferred to an entertainment space that people can experience 
unique sound environment. What’s more, due to water is drained from the 
surface of the viaducts to the ground directly. These spaces can be transferred 
to a park combing stormwater management, education and entertainment. 
Moreover, spaces under viaducts are often associated with subculture, such 
as skateboard park. In conclusion, the characteristics of spaces under viaducts 
are multilayered and various. The different characteristics need different 
design methods to respond. Some designs are incompatible with each other: 
those design methods cannot be applied on one design.  One development 
direction and one design is not enough. If the thesis had next step, the thesis 
would develop several scenarios that focus on different aspects of spaces 
under viaducts.  
Methods:
Most of the design methods used in the thesis are proved to be effective. 
To research and analyze the spatial characteristics of site, the thesis involves 
searching related GIS files, producing first hand information through field 
trips, and build models based on collected information. This part is completely 
successfully. To research the relationship between viaducts and communities, 
the thesis involves mapping based on GIS files. The findings got though 
mapping are not enough to support the final design. Besides mapping, the 
thesis need to get more direct information of activities of residents. 
Schedule:
Although the schedule, on the whole, works out, the schedule still can be 
improved: Phase 1 planned too little and phase 2 spend too much time on 
researching site history and culture meanings of Brooklyn Bridge.  
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